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Abstract. We prove a generic Torelli-type theorem for a special class of sin-

gular algebraic curves with an involution. In order to obtain this result we

introduce an appropriate mixed Hodge structure on the anti-invariant part of

the first homology group, and study its properties.

Let X be an irreducible projective algebraic curve with an involution a.

Suppose X has only ordinary singularities and let X be its singular locus. Let

it: N —> X be the normalization of X and let t: N —» N be the involution

induced by a . We suppose that the following condition is satisfied:

, .        The set of fixed points of o coincides with Z and the involution

t is without fixed points.

Following J. Carlson [2] one can introduce a polarized mixed Hodge structure

(PMHS) on the anti-invariant part of 77, (X, Z) with respect to a , denoted by

H-(X,Z)\

0 — 77," (N, Z) — 77," (X, Z) - A -» 0,

where H^~(N, Z) is the anti-invariant part of HX(N, Z) with respect to x and

has a polarized Hodge structure (PHS) of weight -1 ; A has PHS of weight 0.

It turns out that the latter is isomorphic to the lattice generated by a root-system

of the type Dn when #{n~x (I)} > 2 .

Using the generic Torelli theorem for the Prym map as proven by Friedman-

Smith [4] and Kanev [5], the pair (N, t) is uniquely determined by its Prym

variety (equivalently by the PHS of H~(N, Z)) if the following condition is

satisfied.

N/x is a sufficiently general curve of genus g > 7.

We prove the following result:

Theorem 7. Let X be the curve which satisfies (*). Suppose that N/r is a

general curve of genus g > 15. Then N, x, and the set n~ (Z) are uniquely

determined by the PMHS of H~ (X, Z).
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As a consequence we obtain

Theorem 8. If X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7 and has only one singular

point then X and a are uniquely determined by the PMHS of H7 (X, Z).

1. Preliminaries

Let X be an irreducible projective curve with ordinary singularities, and

n: N —> X be its normalization for which

(i) there exist involutions t: TV —► N and a: X —► X, such that t has no

fixed points and the fixed points of o are the singularities of X ;

(ii)  n o t = o o x .

Such curves can be constructed as follows:

(i) we fix (TV, t) to be a smooth irreducible projective algebraic curve with

an involution without fixed points;

(ii) we choose a finite subset Q. c N such that Q = (J;=, Q¡, and for each

i, x(C¿¡) = Q¡ and Q¡ n Q; = 0 if i / j ;
(iii) we define X = N/p, provided with the factor-topology and the induced

involution a, where by definition for each a, b e N

{apb} iff {either a = b or a,b eQ.¡ for some /}.

The condition that X has only ordinary singularities uniquely determines X

as an algebraic curve.

Obviously M = N/x is a smooth projective algebraic curve and the induced

morphism y/ : M —► Y = X/o is a normalization. Furthermore Y has at worst

ordinary singularities.

Let (f>: N —> M and A : X —> Y be the corresponding factor-morphisms.

2. Definition and properties of the main exact sequence

J. Carlson [2] constructed the following exact sequence for n : N —► X .

(1) 0^Hx(N,Z)hHx(X,Z)^(,x^0,

where d is a boundary operator, Çx c Div°/V is a finitely-generated group,

which by means of the natural polarization on Div N (for which the points

of N form an orthonormal base) has a representation as an orthogonal sum:

Cx = 0f=, C(y¡), where y¡ = n(Q¡). Furthermore C(y¡) is spanned by a root-

system of type Ar(j), where r(i) = #{Í2;} - 1 . The morphisms o and x act

on (1). Since n o x = o o n for the anti-invariant part of the corresponding

members of (1) we have:

h;(n,z)k-±h7(x,z)^çx.

Since x(íl¡) = Q. and x has no fixed points we have C^ = ©,=i C~(y¡) =

0^=, Z(x¡ - x(x¡)), which is an orthogonal sum. Here 2s = #{Q} and Q =

{x¡, ... , xs, x(x¡), ... , x(xs)} . Hence the nonzero elements of Ç~ with min-
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imal length are

{±(x¡-x(x¡)\x¡eü., i =1,2,..., s}.

Let A = d(H7(X,Z)).

Lemma 1. (i) If #(Q) = 2, then A^Z,a and (a, a) = 8 ;

(ii) If #{f2} > 4 and R = {a e C,x\(a, a) = 4}, i/ze« 7? is a root-system of

type Ds (2s = #{Í2}) and R generates A.

Proof, (a) We claim that there is no element b e C,~ for which (b, b) = 2

and b e A. Indeed if there exists such an element then b = x - x(x) e A

with x e Q, hence there exists c e CX(N) for which d(c) = x - x(x) and

nt(c) e HX(X, Z). Furthermore c + x(c) is a cycle in 77,(TV, Z), and nt(c) e

H~(X,Z) implies that nt(c + x(c)) = 0 in HX(X, Z). Since HX(N, Z) ->

77, (X, Z) is injective, it follows that c+x(c) is homologous to 0 in 77, (N, Z).

Now consider 4>: N —» M. Since M = N/x, it follows that 4>t (c + x(c)) =

2tpt(c) is homologous to 0 in 77, (M, Z). Since 77, (M, Z) is torsionfree,

<j>„(c) is also homologous to 0. Thus, as a loop in nx(M), tf>,(c) is in the

commutator subgroup. Since nx(N) c nx(M) is a normal subgroup of index

2, nx(N) contains the commutator subgroup. Thus cj>t(c) lies in the image of

nx(N), which means that (f>t(c) lifts to a closed loop in N. This contradicts

d(c) = x - x(x).

(b) We claim that if x ,y eCl, then a = x - x(x) ± (y - x(y)) is an element

of A. It is sufficient to prove the statement for a — x — x(x) + y - x(y)

since x - x(x) - (y - x(y)) = x - x(x) + x(y) - x(x(y)). Let c e CX(N) with

d(c) = x - x(y). Then d(c - x(c)) = x - x(x) + y - x(y).

We complete the proof of Lemma 1 as follows:

Case (i). By (a) and (b) A is generated by a = 2(x - y), where {x, y} = Q.

Case (ii). Put e¡ = x¡ - x(xt), where Q = {xx, ... , xs, x(xx), ... , x(xs)} .

Then R = {e¡±e¡\i ^ 7} , so i? is a root-system of type D.. Since R = {e¡±e-} ,' J » • J

it follows that R spans a sublattice R' of index 2 in 0^=, Zet. Then (b) implies

R' c A , so that R' = A or A = ®^=, Ze¡. By (a), the latter cannot happen,

which proves that R generates A .   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. The sequence

(2) 0-^H~(N,Z)hH7(X,Z)^A^0

is exact.

Proof. The exactness at the first member of (2) is derived from the exactness

of the first member of (1); the exactness in the third member of (2) is derived

from the definition of A. It remains to prove that Ker<9 =lm^. Obviously

Ker d D Im^ . Let a e H~(X, Z) and d(a) = 0, hence there exists b e

77,(TV, Z) such that nt(b) = a , since (1) is exact. We have

0 = aoAa) = nAb) + o,n,(b) = nt(b + x(b)),
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hence b + x(b) = 0, since nt  is an injection.   Hence b e 77, (N, Z)  and

nt(b) = a, i.e., Ker d c Im nt.   Q.E.D.

3. Construction of PMHS for 77," (X, Z)

From the Poincaré duality we get an exact sequence:

0 — Â^ HX_(X,Z) ̂  HX_(N, Z) -* 0,

where Â= Homz(^4, Z).

Following J. Carlson [2] we define a mixed Hodge structure on HX_(X, Z):

(a) Weight filtration on HX_(X, Z):

W_x=0, WQ = lm§, WX=HX_(X,Z);

define polarizations on  W0 and  Wx/W0 via the polarizations on A and on

HX(N,Z) introduced above.

(b) Hodge filtration on Hx_(X, C) = Hx_(X,Z)®ZC:

F° = HX_(X,C);

FX = |w€770(x-Z,Q'(^-Z))    í     coAÏÏ<oo, o*(0 +CO = o\ ,

here X is the singular locus of X.

F2 = 0.

Lemma 3. The map n* gives an isomorphism

FX=H°_(N,CixN).

It follows from Lemma 3 that Fx n W0 = 0, Wx/W^ ®z C = Fx © Fx which

means that we have MHS on 77_ (X, Z), W0 has PHS of pure weight 0, and

WJW0 has PHS of pure weight 1  (cf. [2]).

Proof. Let a e Fx . Then n(a) e H°(N - Q, Ql(N - Q)). Since

/       n a An* a = a Aa < oo,
JN-CÏ Jx-ci

then n*a e H (N, Q.N). We have n*a + x* o n*a = n* (a + a*a) = 0 on

N - Q.. The 1-form n*a is holomorphic, so n*a + x* o n*a = 0 on A^.

Thus we have a linear map n* : Fx —* H_(N, QXN). The inverse of this map is

obviously defined since ./V and X are birationally isomorphic.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 4. The group H~' (X, Z) has a polarized mixed Hodge structure for

which:
(i) Wqh;(X) = H7(X, Z), W_XHX~(X) = lmn, = H7(N,Z), W_2H7(X)

= 0;
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(ii) FXH7(X) = 0, F0H7(X) = annR(FlHX_(X)) = FxHx_(X)*(B(A®zC),

F~XH7(X) = H7(X,C), here FXHX_(X)* = Hom^F1 HX_(X), R)  and the

complex conjugation in HX_(X,C) is induced by those in C through HX_(X,C)

= HX_(X,Z)®ZC;

(iii) Gr™, = W_x/W_2 has a pure weight -1, the polarization of HX(N, Z)

is transferred to Gr™,  through nt.

Gr™ = W0/W_i has a pure weight 0 and the polarization of A is transferred

to Gr™ through d .

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and the definition of

MHS on a dual group (cf. [2]).   Q.E.D.

It follows that the Hodge structure on Gr™, = W_XH~(X) is:

f~xw_xh;(x) = f~xh;(x) n \w_xh;(X) ®z q

= FlHX_(X)* ® FxHX_(X)*

= W_XHX-(X);

F°W_XHX~(X) = F°H7(X) n [W_xH;(X) ®z C] = FXHX_(X)* ;

FXW_xHx(X) = 0.

4. Geometric description of the 1-motive map

By definition we have

L°77,-W = tGro #T W ®t d n [°ro H7(X))Z,

J°W_XHX-(X) = [W_xHX_(X)®zC]/[W_xH;(X) + F°W_xHx-(X)].

It is clear from Proposition 4 and from the sequence (2) that HX(X, Z) is

an extension of Gr™ by Gr™, . For extensions of this type J. Carlson [2] has

constructed a map 1-motive:

u: L°H7(X) -> J°W_XHX~(X),

which depends only on the mixed Hodge structure of 77," (X, Z) and is given

as follows:

(i) Let {co¡} be a basis of Gr™, and {co1} be the dual basis in (Gr™,J   ;

(ii) Let {Q'} C 77,"(X, Z), for which K*(tí) = co1 for each i;

(iii) If y e Gr™ and Y e H~(X,Z) is such that 9(r) = y, then y £ [L¡

(Q,', T)co¡], where ( ,   )  is the canonical pairing between H^(X, Z)

and HX_(X,Z) ; and [a] is the class of a in J°W_.H7(X).
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Let us recall that for (TV, t) a Prym variety P(N, x) = HXA°(N)*/H7(N,

is defined and a map PA: Div (TV) —► P(N, x), where

PA(P -Q)=(f<l>l,---,f<f>g-l)     (mod77, (TV,

0,1,
Here {cf>x, ... , <fi    ,} is a basis of Hj (TV) and 77, (TV, Z) is injected into

Hj (TV)* by integration. PA is called the Abel-Prym's map.

Proposition 5. The following diagram is commutative

L°H7(X)    -¡U   J°W_XHX~(X)

dim vl&

A -^ 7>(TV,t)

w/jere f w g/ve0« by the identification of W_XHX~(X) with 77,_(TV, Z) aflc7 ¿by

using the duality given by integration; p is the Abel-Prym 's map, restricted on

A c Div0 TV.

Proof. Obviously L°77,~ (X) = Gr™ 77,~ (X) which is isomorphic to A through

d (cf. Proposition 4).

fw   ir(X) W_xH;(X)®zC FXHX_(X)*®FXHX_(XT
-1    ' rV_xHx-(X) + F°W_xHx-(X)      W_xHx-(X)®FxHx_(Xy

FXHX(X)*       HX'°(X)*
=-=¿—£- =•     - 3 7>(TV, t).

*F_ ,#,-(*)      H7(N,Z)

To calculate ^ we introduce the well-known symplectic base of 77, (TV, Z) :

{a,, b2 ; ag+x, bg+x ; ... ; ag_x, bg_x ; a2g_x, b2g_x ; ag, bg}

for which

t,(«,) = fl/+i .        *.(fy) = bi+g       for j = 1, 2... , g - 1 ;

Furthermore, choose a basis {a»1, ... , co g~x} of HX'°(N) with /a ar7 = Sj

for j, ; = 1, 2, ... , 2g - 1 .
Then 77l,0(TV) = (cox - cog~x) • C© • ■ ■ © (cos~x - co2g~x) • C, hence

HlJ°(N)*=(f        Vc©...©(7 Vc.
\Jat-ag+J V-7"«-!-":-!/

In this case p is given as follows:
■g-i

y t^'-^)\L.
which is exactly the map y -+ PA(y).   Q.E.D.
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In fact using the same basis of HX'°(N) we have a map /': P(N, x) —► /(TV),

where J(N) is the Jacobi variety of TV and

j ° ß(y) =

(jy-co8+x^,..., jy~x-œ2g-x),o, -Jy-cog+x),

...,-jr(œg-x-co2g-x)  .

It is clear that j o p = (1 - t) o Ab , where Ab: TV —> /(TV) is the Abel's map

for TV.

5. Proof of Theorem 8

For the Abel's map Ab: TV -► /(TV) we have (1 - x) o Ab(D) = Ab((l - x)D)

for each D e Div0 TV. Since each generator of A with minimal length has type

(l-x)(P-Q) then

j op((l- x)(P -Q)) = (\-x)oAbo(l- x)(P -Q) = Abo(l- x)2(P - Q)

= 2Abo(l- x)(P -Q) = 2PA(P - Q).

It follows that we must consider the map

<D: TV x TV -> P(TV, t) C /(TV), (P, Q) -> 2 ■ PA(P - Q).

Lemma 6. Let TV be a smooth projective curve with an involution x without fixed

points. If TV is neither a 4-, nor 8-sheeted covering of P1, then 0(7*,, Qx) =

0(P2,Q2) if and only if: either (P,, Qx) = (P2,Q2) or (Px, Qx) = (x(Q2),

x(P2)) or (Px, P2) = (Qx, Q2).

Proof. <D(P, ,QX) = <D(P2, Q2) iff 2PA(PX +Q2-Qx-P2) = 0 in /(TV). We

consider D = 2(l-x)(Px+Q2-P2-Qx) as an element of Div0 TV. If D # 0 then

D = D+-D_ , Dt > 0, deg£>+ = degD_ = 4 or 8 and supp£>+nsupp7)_ = 0 .

Since Ab(D) = 0 in /(TV), then by Abel's theorem for TV we conclude that

there exists a map TV —* P of degree 4 or 8 which is impossible by hypothesis.

Thus D = 0, which is possible only in the cases listed in the lemma.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 7. Let X be a curve of 1, for which N/x is a generic curve of genus

g(N/x) > 15. Then using the mixed Hodge structure of Hx (X, Z), constructed

in 4, we can get TV, t : TV —► TV and Q.

Proof. The mixed Hodge structure gives us J0W_XHX~(X) = P(N, x). Using

the generic Torelli theorem (V. Kanev [5], Friedman-Smith [4]) we obtain TV

and 4>: TV —» M, which gives us (TV, t) . Let R be the finite subset of L°H~(X)

defined as follows. If there exist elements b of L°H7(X) with (b, b) = 4,

then R = {a\(a, a) = 4}. Otherwise put R = {a\(a, a) = 8} (see Lemma 1).

Consider the 1-motive: u: L°H~(X) -> f\V_xHx~(X). Since g(N/x) > 15

then N/x is not a covering of P   of degree 4 or 8 (see [1, p. 214]) implying TV
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is not a covering of P of degree 4 or 8. Then by Proposition 5 and Lemma 6

the set u(R) uniquely determines the set il.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 8. Let X satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7. Suppose X has only

one singular point. Then X and a are uniquely determined by the PMHS

defined in 4.

Proof. By using Theorem 7 we reconstruct TV, x, and Q, ; since X has an

ordinary singular point, which is obtained by identification of the points of Q.,

we recover X and o .   Q.E.D.
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